thinking
Isn’t it time for a little thinking inside the box?
What’s so wrong with being inside the box?
Offices are boxes. Buildings are boxes. Schools are boxes. The box is where groups come together. Where work happens. Where people laugh, focus, share, learn and dream. This is where most great ideas are born.

On the inside.

Isn’t it time your office showed up for work? One conference room. One staff meeting. One webinar. One virtual client meeting. One interactive brainstorming session. And lunch. All in one day. Your office space should work as hard as the people in it.
All spaces are not created equal... neither are all floors.
How smart is your school room? Banquet room? Conference room? Does it do everything you want it to? When it comes to power and data, are you still tethered to the walls? Set yourself free. Free to get up and do your thing today. And then do something different tomorrow. Common spaces. Uncommon flexibility. What do you call that?

We call it KIVA.

KIVA is a low-profile flooring solution that brings power and communications access to any space—easily and affordably. KIVA was specifically designed to retrofit existing buildings, but is ideal for new construction, too. It supports people from the ground up by making spaces genuinely user-friendly and adaptable. With KIVA, spaces are limited only by your imagination... not the length of your power cord.

Teach an old school new tricks. One classroom can be used for band rehearsal, a computer lab, multimedia presentations... and chess club. You don’t have to do more with less. Just do more with what you have.
A little height can really change your perspective.
When we say low profile, we mean it. KIVA requires less than three inches of floor height to do its thing. How does it work? Square panels sit on top of KIVA’s cylindrical base supports, creating a continuous floor grid that covers all your power and data... but with plug-and-play convenience. And when things change, the grid panels can be easily removed, reconfigured, serviced and upgraded in a snap—for a fraction of the cost of conventional, built-in cable management methods. In fact, KIVA’s special modular construction makes it the lowest cost and easiest to install system around. KIVA’s pre-wired components are available in multiple-circuit configurations with cable plugs that can be connected in minutes. It can interface with existing in-wall wiring, pre-wired systems and partition products. In other words, KIVA works... no matter how you’re currently working.

This is real room service. One banquet room can accommodate a formal dinner event on Friday, an online workshop Saturday and corporate focus groups on Monday morning. Four walls. Limitless possibilities. Now that’s a grand hotel.
A New Way of Working.  
From the Ground Up.

KIVA begins with an idea. The idea that a room need not be limited by what it is today. KIVA’s emphasis on flexible learning environments sees unlimited potential in any space. And unlimited power under your feet. Our blended power solutions reach beyond the simple brilliance of this adaptable and affordable modular flooring system. With KIVA, technology interfaces seamlessly to accommodate a full spectrum of power and data. Plug in... whatever you need to, wherever you like. Even on your desktop. It’s your business, your school, your office—and it can change and grow. Without tearing down walls. It’s time to evolve. KIVA means power at your fingertips. And that means real freedom.

Don’t lose it. Use it.

A lot of space is being wasted out there. Rooms left empty or utilized for only one purpose—instead of five or six. We can help you be smarter about the way you’re using those spaces. KIVA is the easiest, most comprehensive and affordable way to bring unlimited access to technology within existing work spaces. And yet, it’s more than that. KIVA offers decades of hands-on experience. The fastest lead times in the industry. World-class customer service. Certified installers. And unsurpassed knowledge in creating truly flexible learning environments. In short, KIVA is the flooring solution that’s not about flooring.

That’s thinking inside the box.
With the ease and flexibility of KIVA, the room accommodates your needs. Not the other way around. Working the way you want to, instead of the way you have to. Now, there’s a concept.